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thus afforded in our efforts to break them. If it is true
that we cannot change any form of bad behaviour unless
we know the cause and that the cause possibly is buried
deep in our subconsciousness, it is equally true that we
cannot break a bad habit as we can break off a faded
flower from its stem. We must look for the cause and
try to remove it. The most probable cause is either
a low standard of behaviour or some misconception of
desirable conduct or of desirable means to reach an end.
To a great extent, then, the cause is some kind of mal-
education.
Thus if a boy is slovenly hi his work and careless in his
speech, it is either because he has been allowed to assume
that such behaviour is accepted—he may have lived in his
early impressionable days with people with no pride of
body or of work; or, he may be lethargic by temperament
and have found that by being slack and doing poor
work he escapes from demands on his energy or gets in
an easy way the notice he desires—equally a case of mal-
education. If such a lad's mother always sees that he is
tidy, early for school, has his books, &c., he has acquired
the slave that he desires.
If, to keep to simple habits, a child waves his arm each
time a question is asked, whether he knows the answer or
not, it does not necessarily imply that he is a cheat but
that at some time or other he had the type of teacher who
says: * Come, come, hands up/ Again, the girl who
makes up her face but is not too particular about other
essentials to beauty, has a wrong idea of the means by which
beauty can be achieved.
Hence in all cases to eliminate a bad habit re-education
is necessary—new standards have to be acquired, new
ideals to be realized and often a new technique for the
realization of the ideals. And the older a child is, the more
he is under the sway of habits, the more difficult re-educa-
tion becomes. In this sense the adult who declares that he

